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Does crawling onset predict protodeclarative pointing onset?

Methods

Crawling predicts pointing

Illustration of different definitions of AoA
applied to various data patterns

Estimated pointing age by age of crawling

Who participated?

Predicted Age at Pointing (weeks)

55

277 infants from predominantly middle-class
families, who were followed longitudinally from
two months to 2 years.
How were pointing and crawling measured?

“Points to make you notice something”
“Crawls on hand and knees for 10 feet”
“Sits up alone without hand support”

Proto-declarative pointing…
…is pointing to share interest with another.
…emerges between 9 and 14 months of
age, but there is substantial variation in the
age of appearance.
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Results
Reliabilities for different AoA definitions

But sitting predicts pointing as well!
Estimated pointing age by age of sitting.
Predicted Age at Pointing (weeks)

Parents made daily observations and recorded
the appearance of a number of important,
easily observable milestones, which included
proto-declarative pointing, crawling and sitting
(our baseline measure of prior non-locomotor
development):
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…predicts later theory of mind performance
and language competence.
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…is observed in low frequencies in children
with autism.

Because reliabilities were similar, we used the
AoF definition to maximize sample size.

Understanding how the proto-declarative
point develops, has important health
related implications.

Which variables were significant predictors
of when babies first pointed?
From such data the ages of pointing, crawling
and sitting attainment can be calculated in
various and precise ways.

Hypothesis
Moving one’s body by crawling may facilitate
the development of joint attention and pointing.
If so, crawling onset should be predictive of
when babies first point proto-declaratively.

Precision is important for a developmental
period when “even weekly observations may
miss the critical transitions.”
We estimated and compared the reliabilities
of various threshold definitions for
age-of-attainment (AoA).

Implications
Crawling onset was a significant predictor
of pointing, above and beyond the predictive
influence of the other predictors.
Because sitting was an equally good, and more
developmentally distant, predictor of pointing
onset, it is unlikely that self-locomotion is
the crucial ingredient in the relation
between crawling and pointing.
Future work could disentangle factors like
strength and balance (involved in both sitting
and crawling) from locomotion to understand
their unique contribution to the onset of protodeclarative pointing.
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